
MATHS IN NATURE 
 Nature full of Maths 

 Fauna and weather full of Maths  

 Geography and surrounding full of Maths 



Nature full of Maths 



 

Category:  MATHS IN NATURE/ GEOGRAPHY 
 

Title of the activity:  “ A garden full of Maths “ 
 
Year Group: Grade 4 (9 years old)     Teacher:  Foulidou  Parthena 
 

Learning Objectives: 

 the  pupils get to know the plants of their land 

 they understand the phases of the  plants 

 they conprehend the phases of the growing processof a plant 

 they solve simle problems (multiplication and division) with the help of the 

class garden 

 they use unitsof linear measure and weight units in order to record their obse-

rvations 

Success Criteria: 

 the  pupils will plant flowers and vegetables and will create their own garden 

in the classroom 

 they will make their own meters 

 they observe the phases of the growing process of the plants measuring the 

changes of their height 

 they will calculate the quantity of the classroom’s tempetature 

 they will practice converting units of linear measure and weight units 

 they will solve multiplication and division problems 

 they will draw the classroom’s plants 

 

Resources: 

 internet 

 laptops, printer, projector 

 camera 

 



 worksheets 

 Geometric shapes 

 Colored  cartons 

 Colored pencils 

 scissors, glue 

 laths 

 poths 

 Soil (mold) 

 scales 

 trowels 

 watering can 

 Thermometer 

 

Lesson Description (including context): 

In this activity  the pupils will make their own  garden with the help of the Maths. 

They will  search informatin in the internet and they will create an ID for every 

plant. 

They will weigh the soil, calculate the quantity of the  wter needed, observe the 

phases of the growing process measuring the changes of the height and they will 

record the temperature of the classroom.  

Finally they will  solve multiplication and division problems using their observa-

tions of their growing plants in their garden. 

 

Differentiation:  

The pupils are separated in mixed groups  of 4.Each group is responsible to plant, 

and take care of  its plants. In this way the weakest pupils can be more active in 

the group and  the learning process is more interesting and pleasant. 

Introduction: 

 

The  motive for this specific activity has been the lesson << Plants of my land >> in  

the Environmental studies. 

We ask our pupils which plants of our land they know and how much they know 

about their  characteristics (life spam, size, number of flowers and leaves, quantity 

of water needed). 

The disccussin that follows, stimulates the pupils’ interest and we decide to make 

our own garden so that we can answer all questions  growing our own plants, obse-

rving the phases of their growing process and recording the observations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Main Lesson: 

The pupils are separated in mixed groups of 4. 

Each group chooses what plants they want to plant  and informs the class. 

The pupils of each group using the scales weigh the empty pots at the beginning and 

write down the deadweight. Then, they weigh the soil  (net weight) and finally the  

pots with the soil, calculating the  total weight of each pot. 

They  plant seeds, flowers and herbs estimating the distance they should have betwe-

en them. 

Using the geometric shapes, they make wooden meters and place them on the pots. 

Then they measure the height  of the  plants and write down the changes of their he-

ight. 

They calculate the quantity of the water each plant needs, using watering cans with 

line marking. 

They use colored cartons to make labels with the name of each plant. 

They count  the number of leaves and flowers of the plants and collect information 

about the plants of ourv land. 

They write down the temperature of the classroom and find out if it is appropriate 

for their plants’ growing. 

Having the information from ihternet , they create an ID for the plants of their gar-

den. 

Inspired by their plants, they make their own paintings. 

Finally having in mind the plants of their classroom, they fill in worksheets with 

simple multiplication and division problems and coverting units of linear measure 

and  weight units. 

 

Plenary: 

The pupils observe, record and make conclusions by themselves and at the same 

time they acquire empathy and responsibility to care for their garden.  

 

Teachers:   

Foulidou  Parthena 

 

 





 

Category:  MATHS IN ART 
 
Title of the activity:   LEARNING ABOUT EURO’S VALUE AND USE,LEARNING 

ABOUT GEOMETRY THROUGH VISUAL ARTS  
 
Year Group: Grade   5  (11 years old)           Teacher: Paraskevi Bounatsou 

Learning Objectives: 

 
Practice tree diameter measurement. 

Estimate a tree height. 

Measure the circumference and diameter of the trunk 

Calculate the heigth of a tree 

Estimate the nuber of leaves on a tree 

 

Success Criteria: 

 
 Measure accurately. 

 Understand circumference and diameter. 

 Estimate accurately 

 

Resources: 
 

 

Handout #1 — Tree Height 

Handout #2 — Trunk Diameter 

Handout #3 — Leaf Estimation 

Measuring tapes 

Metre rulers 

Cipboards 

Pencils 

 

 

 

 



 

Lesson Description (including context): 

 

 
 

 

Differentiation:  
 

Paired and group support for children weaker with maths. 

 

Introduction: 

 
The whole class briefly discusses measuring and estimating — comparing and contrasting. They also review terms such as 

circumference, diameter, horizontal, and vertical. 

 

Main Lesson: 
 

1 Whole class reviews leaf recognition —crown, trunk, limbs and foliage —Review materials perti-

nent to their group before going outside to meet their tree. 

 

Review process for calculating height - 1 Measurer #1 should hold a 30cm ruler straight out in front of 

them in a vertical position. Walk away from the tree until the tree and the ruler appear to be the same 

height as the tree. 2 Close one eye and adjust your position. Stay there! 3 Measurer #2 should measure 

the distance between the tree and Measurer #1. Estimate the measurement by taking step that are about 

one foot long. This measurement is the approximate height of the tree. Measurer #2 report to the re-

corder. 4 Mark the tree height on the diagram below. 5 Switch measurers and complete steps 1 to 4 

again, but this time, use exact measurement using a measuring tape. Compare the tree height of the 

two measurers. 

 
Review process for calculating diameter - 1 Measure from the ground to 4 ½ feet high on the trunk. 2 

Measurers should wrap a string around the tree at this height. 3 Then measure the length of the string 

with a ruler and round to the nearest inch for circumference. 4 Now find the diameter of the trunk by 

measuring with a ruler. 5. Calculate the radius. 6. Are the diameter and circumference in the correct 

ratio ? 

 

Review process for leaf estimation – 1 - Counters should each find a small twig on the tree that looks 

“average” and count as accurately as possible the number of leaves on the twig. Don’t remove the 

twig. 2 Count the number of twigs on an average branch and record. 3 Count the number of branches 

on the tree, and record. 4 Recorder should use a calculator to do the maths. Calculate the number of 

leaves on the tree; then find the average of each person’s total abc. 

 

The teacher explains the tasks of each group as above and distributes hand-outs. Students work in co-

operative learning groups, each with a different task. Group #1 Tree Height, Group #2 Tree Circum-

ference & Diameter, and Group #3 Leaf Estimation. 

 

Plenary 
 
1 Ask students to share their observations within each group. Have them decide on the measurement for the final report. 

Ask students to decide if they measured or estimated. 

 

2 Have the recorder write the data on the class data sheet and the reporter tell the class the results  

Using and applying mathematical knowledge linked to measuring and circles 

by measuring tree height, diameter and estimating leaf numbers. 





Category : MATHS IN NATURE 

 
Title of the activity: Finding pi! 
 
Year Group: Grade 6 (12 years old) 

Learning Objectives: 
 

Finding pi by practical experience 
 

Success Criteria: 

 

That the pupils will learn the relation between the diameter of a circular object and the circumference 

by discovering pi. 

Resources: 

A ruler, a piece of string and pen and paper. 
 

Lesson Description (including context) : 

 

The pupils are told to measure the diameter and circumference of at lest three trees. 

 

Differentiation:   
 

No necessarily differentiation was needed. The trees are situated on our school yard. 
 



Introduction: 

 

The pupils where given the instructions and the necessary 

materials to perform the activity. 

 Main Lesson:  

 

After the gathering of the data we had a lesson to work with the material.  

Plenary :  
 
The lessons about pi was full of activity among the pupils and they all find out the relation between 

the diameter and the circumference. It was also a good lessons with a lot of mental arithmetic.  
 

PHOTOSPHOTOS 



 

Category:  Maths in Nature 
 
Title of the activity:  Introducing Hungary’s national parks 

 
Year Group: grade 6.a, 6.b, 6c and 6d  Teacher: Baksáné Czibak Imelda 

Learning Objectives: 

 
The children get to know some information about Hungary’s national parks in 

Biology lesson by cooperating with each other. They will be also able to compare 

the national parks, learn about their values, learn to select the main information 

from a longer text. 

 

 

 

Success Criteria: 

 
The students know the number of Hungarian national parks, and can tell some 

information about the area, its fauna and flora. 

 

 

 

 

Resources: 

 
Coloured pasteboards, markers, glue, scissors, pictures collected by  

students in advance for the lesson 

 

 

 



Lesson Description (including context): 
The Biology teachers do the task in all the classes in year 6. There are about 20-20 stu-

dents in each class. The students form smaller groups of 3-4. They will make posters 

introducing the Hungarian national parks. Then they will introduce them in front of 

class. 

 

 

Differentiation:  
The groups are formed of students with different competences. Thus the smarter stu-

dents can help their weaker mates. The groups have discussed the roles of the members 

in advance.  Everyone is responsible for something. 

 

Introduction: 
The students sit together with their group. The teacher gives the instructions for the les-

son. They have learned about national parks earlier. This time each group chooses a na-

tional park and makes a poster about it. 

 

 

Main Lesson: 

 
 Introduction of the Hungarian national parks, how they were formed, their charac-

teristics, national values and importance. 

 Forming groups and discussing the roles and tasks of the members. 

 Creating the poster. (cutting, glueing, writing) 

 The groups introduce their work in front of class. 

 Evaluating their work. Not only the teacher but the students also tell their opinions 

about the posters. 

 

 

Plenary:  
There was a good opportunity for students to learn how to be a useful member of a gro-

up, and how to work in group, how to select important information from a text, they 

could develop their reading comprehension. 

 

 

 

Teachers:  Baksáné Czibak Imelda and Ujjadyné Székely Andrea 

 

 

 





 

Category: Maths in Nature/Geography 
Title of the activity:  My ideal school natural area—the maquettes 

 
Year Group:  12  Teacher: A. Jezierska 

 

Learning Objectives: 

Practice scaling and diameter measurement. 

Estimate your ideal school surrounding 

Measure , Calculate the shapes of surrounding objects 

 

 

Success Criteria: 

task-based activities 

CLIL approach 

problem solving strategies 

to apply mathematical concepts in real situations 
to let children use their creativity in analyzing information and problem-solving 

 

Resources: 

pictures,  

paper sheets, 

pencils, 

crayons,  

Plastic 

Glue 

Various elements for the maquettes 

pc, interactive whiteboard,  



Lesson Description (including context): 

 

Students were asked to imagine their ideal school surrounding. They came up with various ideas: 

swimming pools, game courts etc. The teacher collected the proposals. They collected needed material 

and set the procedure of creating the maquettes in certain scales. They produced spectacular . 

 

 

Differentiation:  
Studentd of 12 worked in groups of 4. Each group produced one surrounding maquette. They were to 

choose it freeley and according to their abilities. 

 

 

Introduction: 

The teacher explained the rules of designing the surrounding , the clues and rules. Students watched 

various ideas on the board. Studetnts collected the material according to their choices. They also visi-

ted the area around school and meassured the playground and  area. 

 

 

Main Lesson: 

Students proceeded to production part pf the task. Using the mathematical rules and imagination, they 

created several maquettes of ideal school surrounding. 

 

Plenary 

The pupils make an exhibition, observe, record and make conclusions by themselves and at the same 

time they acquire the view of architecture work, creation, and responsibility of their school area.  

 

Teachers: 

A. Jezierska  





 



 



 

Category:  MATHS IN NATURE 
 
Title of the activity:  Experiments-Math in nature  
 

 
Year Group: Form 2   Teacher:  Dace Bužere 

Learning Objectives: 

 

Revise knowledge about coins, math units. 
Learning to determine the weight of the coins 
To raise students’ interest about Math and physics. 
Pair work, cooperation skills.  
Encourage student’s to experiment and don’t be afraid of making mistakes.  
Learn basics of physics. 
 
Success Criteria: 

Students are ready to cooperate in pairs and small groups. 
Pupils find out coin mass. 
Everyone is involved. 
Pupils experiment and make conclusions. 
Students are ready to make simple calculations. 
 

 

Resources: 

 

 Euro coins– cents: 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50. 1 and 2 euro 
Scales, weights. 
Glass of water for every group, dropper. 
Worksheets: Find..(3).coins which fit to…(10) .weight.    Teacher can differ the number of coins and 
weight for each group. 
                     How many coins could be put in the glass of water before it spills out. 
                     How much do the coins weigh 
 

 

 

 

 



Lesson Description (including context): 
 
Interactive activity, where students learn through co-operation and experimenting. 
Pupils learn about coin mass. 
Students are divided in groups of 6 where every two students have got a different activity. They 
change activities during the lesson and at the end in the group of 6 compare results, make conclu-
sions. 
Students experiment: Activity 1- using dropper, water and coin. Activity 2– coins, weighs, scales. 
Activity 3 coins, glass of water. 
Students  learn through the play and experiment. 
 
 
Differentiation:  
Students work in pairs and small groups, help each other. An activity where everyone can achieve 
good results. 
 
Introduction: 
Teacher devides students in groups of 6. 

Teacher  asks students to predict how much do every coin weigh in grams. Students try to guess. 
Teacher writes down some of their answers on the board and invites students to check their re-
sults practically. 
 
Main Lesson: 
Students work in pairs with different tasks: 

Pair 1:  Task to find the number of coins that match that specified  weight.  

Students have different coins, scales and weighs. 

Pair 2: Predict how many water drops can be put on a 2-cent coin. 

Students work with water, dropper and 2 cent coins. 

Pair 3: Predict how many 1-cent coins can be placed in a nearly filled glass with water to prevent 

water from pouring over the edges. 

Students work with 1 cent coins and glasses of water. 

After each task students write down the results in the worksheets. 

When all in group have finished the activities, they compare results and make conclusions: 

-Was it easy to do the task; 

-were the results the same as they predicted. 

As students work with full grams, teacher  at the end of lesson gives the handout with correct an-

swers about the weigh of coins and students understand why their results could be slightly differ-

ent.  

  
Plenary:  

This activity involves students in active cooperation. Pupils are very interested in making 

experiments, they gets their knowledge in a playful and natural way.  
 

 

 

 







 

Category:  MATHS IN NATURE 
 
Title of the activity:  Bubble Geometry  
 

 
Year Group: Form 6   Teacher:  Līga Bužere 

Learning Objectives: 
 
Refresh knowledge about different shapes. 
To raise students’ interest about Math and physics. 
The team work.  
Encourage student’s to experiment with possible shapes of bubbles.  
Disscuss basics of physics. 

 
Success Criteria: 
 
Everyone is involved. 
Students are practicing and using their imagination to create different shapes. 

Pupils experiment and make conclusions. 

Students follow safety rules when they are using dry ice. 

 

 

 

 

Resources: 
To make strong bubble soap mix- Liquid dish soap, water ( better distilled water), glycerin 

Straws,  scissors, modelling clay,  deep bucket, a pair of gloves, safety glasses,  
dry ice 
For fun experiment- http://www.sciencekids.co.nz/experiments/dryicebubble.html  

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sciencekids.co.nz/experiments/dryicebubble.html


Lesson Description (including context): 
 
Interactive activity, where students learn through co-operation and experimenting. 
Pupils learn about interactions of substances to make a strong bubble mix. 
Students make their own shapes from straws for getting different shapes of bubbles. 
Activity is full of fun and excitement, students  learn through the play and experiment. 
 

 
Differentiation:  
It is team work, students collaborate for better results.  

Introduction: 
 
Teacher  selects information how much do students already know about bubbles– Do bubbles always make a spherical 
shape, what are they made of, shapes, what affects their durability. 
As round bubbles are more common for students, teacher invites to organize a bubble geometry activity. 

 
Main Lesson: 
Teacher demonstrates how to make a super strong bubble soap mix, telling about the role and proportion 

of liquids he/she adds. 

Pour the bubble mix  in the deep bucket. 

Students make different 3D shapes form straws sticking them together with modelling clay. It is a good, playful way 

for revising shapes. 

Students carefully one by one dip their shapes into the bubble mix and find out that the liquid covers all the sides. 

Pupils can experiment with different ways of blowing out/in bubbles. 

Children recognise that bubbles can be in different sizes and different shapes and it is possible to blow bubbles inside 

the shape.  

They catch the bubbles and count how long they last before pop. 

Teacher takes a box with dry ice. Informs the students that they mustn’t touch the ice, because it can cause skin 

damage 

Teacher tells the main information about it (Dry ice is frozen carbon dioxide. A block of dry ice has a surface 

temperature of - 78.5 degrees C)  

Teacher puts some dry ice cubes in the pot and covers with warm water. Students see that it turns into Gas.  

Students experiment with this gas, blowing it in the bubbles. It helps to see the shapes. 

Activity can be followed by the experiment  Make a Big Dry Ice Bubble  

http://www.sciencekids.co.nz/experiments/dryicebubble.html  

 Plenary:  
This activity involves students in active cooperation. Pupils are very interested in making experiments, they revise 

their knowledge and learn in natural way. For big groups of students, teacher’s assistant is needed. 

 

http://www.sciencekids.co.nz/experiments/dryicebubble.html




Fauna and weather 

full of Maths  



 

Category:  MATHS IN NATURE/ GEOGRAPHY 
 
Title of the activity:   The animals of my area through Maths  

 
Year Group: Grade 2 (7 years old)   Teacher: Parthena Foulidou 

Learning Objectives: 

 the students get to know the animals of our area 

 they arrange the animals of our area in groups(domestic animals, forest ani-

mals, lakes and rivers animals, sea animals, birds) 

 they name and describe common animals of our area 

 they solve simple problems(additions, subtraction, multiplication and divi-

sion) with the help of the animals of our area 

 they use units of length and weight to write down the features of the animals   

 

Success Criteria: 

 the students will search information about the animals of our area and they 

will present them to their classmates 

 they will make the ID of the most common animals of our area 

 they will make charts and will arrange the animals in the group that they be-

long 

 they will solve problems of addition, subtraction, multiplication and division 

 they will use units of the length and weight to write down the features of the 

animals 

 they will estimate the differences in lenght, height and weight of the animals 

 they will draw the animals of our area 

 

Resources: 

 Internet 

 Laptops, projector, printer 

 camera 

 worksheets 

 geometric shapes 



Lesson Description (including context): 

In this activity, the students will get to know the animals of our area through Ma-

ths. They will search information on the Internet and they will make ID of the 

most common animals. They will estimate the length, the height and the weight of 

the animals, and they will estimate the differences. They will write down their lon-

gevity, the amount of the food they need and the usefulness of each animal. They 

will arrange the animals ih groups. They will solve problems of addition, subtrac-

tion, multiplication and division, making good use of information of their research. 

 

Differentiation:  

The students are divided in mixed groups of 4. Each group has to search informa-

tion and images for each group of animals of our area. Then they have to present 

them to their classmates so that they get to know as many animals as they can. 

This activity makes students more responsible and helps them cooperate in their 

small group, take initiatives and develop creative and critical thought. 

Introduction: 

The reason behind this activity was the lesson in The Environmental Studies 

<<The animals of our area>>. We ask our students whether they have their own 

pet, which animals our area they know, what they know about their features

( length, height, weight, longevity, speed, food, usefulness). The discussion that fol-

lows arouses the interest of the students who love pets, and we decide to be more 

involved in this topic, in order to learn more about pets and the other groups of 

animals of our area.  

 

Main Lesson: 

The students are divided in mixed groups of 4.  

Each group chooses the group of animals they will work on, and they announce it 

in class.  The students of each group search images of the most common animals of 

the group they choose, and arrange the animals making charts.  

They search information on the Internet and make the ID of the animals                                                                              

of  our area.  Making use of the units of the length and weight, they estimate the 

length, height and weight of the animals of our area.                                              

They estimate the quantity of food they need daily.                                   

They write down their longevity and the number of their babies.                 

They fill in their worksheets with simple problems of addition, subtraction, multi-

plication and division.  Finally, they draw their favourite animal.                                    

 

Plenary:  

The students get to know the animals of our area and through this activity they 

acquive empathy and sense of the responsibility they have to protect these animals. 

 





 

Category: Maths in Nature/Geography 
Title of the activity:  Animals and weather of partner countries 

Year Group:  13-14   Teacher: Litwińczuk Kowalska Busłowska 
 

 

Learning Objectives: 

the students get to know the animals of our area 

they arrange the animals of our area in groups(domestic animals, forest ani-

mals, lakes and rivers animals, sea animals, birds) 

they name and describe common animals of our area 

they solve simple problems(additions, subtraction, multiplication and divi-

sion) with the help of the animals of our area 

they use units of length and weight to write down the features of the animals   

Success Criteria: 

students will search information about the animals of our area and they will 

present them to their classmates 

they will make the ID of the most common animals of our area 

they will make charts and will arrange the animals in the group that they be-

long 

they will solve problems of addition, subtraction, multiplication and division 

they will use units of the length and weight to write down the features of the 

animals 

they will estimate the differences in lenght, height and weight of the animals 

they will draw the animals of our area 

Resources: 

InternetLaptops, projector, printer, camera, worksheets, geometric shape-

spencils in different colours, cartons in different colours, scissors, glue 



Lesson Description (including context): 

In this activity, the students will get to know the animals of our area through 

Maths. They will search information on the Internet and they will make ID 

of the most common animals. They will estimate the length, the height and 

the weight of the animals, and they will estimate the differences. They will 

write down their longevity, the amount of the food they need and the useful-

ness of each animal. They will arrange the animals ih groups. They will 

solve problems of addition, subtraction, multiplication and division, making 

good use of information of their research. 

 

Differentiation:  

The students are divided in mixed groups of 4. Each group has to search in-

formation and images for each group of animals of our area. Then they have 

to present them to their classmates so that they get to know as many animals 

as they can. This activity makes students more responsible and helps them 

cooperate in their small group, take initiatives and develop creative and criti-

cal thought. 

Introduction: 

The reason behind this activity was the lesson in The Environmental Studies 

The animals of our area We ask our students whether they have their own 

pet, which animals our area they know, what they know about their features

( length, height, weight, longevity, speed, food, usefulness). The discussion 

that follows arouses the interest of the students who love pets, and we decide 

to be more involved in this topic, in order to learn more about pets and the 

other groups of animals of our area.  

Main Lesson: 

Each group chooses the group of animals they will work on, and they anno-

unce it in class.  The students of each group search images of the most com-

mon animals of the group they choose, and arrange the animals making 

charts. They search information on the Internet and make the ID of the ani-

mals  of  our area.                                                                                         

Making use of the units of the length and weight, they estimate the length, 

height and weight of the animals of our area. They estimate the quantity of 

food they need daily. They write down their longevity and the number of 

their babies. In the end they make exhibitions of they collections. They print,  

draw and stick their findings on the cardboard and display them on the scho-

ol corridor.  





 



 



 
 

 
 

Category: MATHS in NATURE and GEOGRAPHY 

Title of the activity   “ANIMALS’ RECORDS in GRAPHS” 

Year   Group: Grade 4 (9 /10 years old)                 Teacher: Maria Rosaria Leone 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Learning Objectives: 

 - to classify animals according to their characteristics, their habitat and the climate zone where 

   they live 

- to analyze statistical data about animals 

- to develop the concept of coordinates in grids and graphs 

- to understand and create graphs choosing the most suitable format according to the kind of data 

- to approach the meaning of “percentage” 

- to collaborate in group activities 

- to develop critical thinking skill in order to avoid stereotypes 

Success Criteria: 

- CLIL  methodology 

- Problem Solving strategies 

- Cross-curricular approach (Maths, Science, Geography) 
- to encourage children using their creativity in analyzing information and problem-solving 

Resources: 
Books – Web research – copybooks – worksheets – pencils – felt pens – big sheets of squared paper -  IWB 



 

  

 

Lesson Description: 

- In class children investigate Animals’ world by using English language in the contest of a CLIL approach 

- In plenary sessions they learn different ways to classify animals according to animals’ characteristics and identify 

different criteria to do it 

- In plenary and in groups, pupils discover that some aspects of animals life are expressed in numbers, measures, 

mathematical figures: body’s length, weight, their speed in movement, duration of sleeping time in cold season, quan-

tity of food per meal, size of eggs, numbers of babies in each birth, etc…. 

- At home pupils investigate about these aspects by searching data in books and websites 

- In class, according to the pieces of information children have found, they choose animals belonging to different spe-

cies and living in different habitats in the world and make work-groups 

- Group-activity: children create graphs in big posters 

Introduction: 

 - Children are introduced to the concept of “Statistics” by visioning and comparing different types of graphs in books, 

websites, newspapers 

 - They analyse graphs that shows mathematical data linked to familiar topics for children (ex: Smartphone and Tablet 

production and selling, food selling, etc…) 

- Children discuss about the different format of graphs and how the information data are displayed (bars, lines, pies, 

etc..) 

Main Lesson: 
Pupils are divided in groups of four; each group is in charge of one of the animals’ records chosen previously. During 

the activity they analyze the data and discuss about what type of graph would be the most convenient, they calculate 

scales and how to organize it on the x-axis and on ordinate axis according to the size of the squared paper where the 

graphs will be displayed. 

Furthermore, children decide how to show the key, a very important part of a graph. 

Plenary: 
At the end of the activities children share their ideas and reflections about strategies used in preparing graphs and 

about how they have managed difficulties related to some aspects: 

- choice of graph type (bar graph/ line graph/ …..) 

- management of the axis and the scales 

 - pictures to integrate in graphs 

The activity has suggested to compare information about climate zones in books with animals habitats. 





 

Category:  Maths in Nature 
 
Title of the activity:  Weather forecast in the partner schools 

 
Year Group: grade 7a  Teacher: Maszlag Imre 

Learning Objectives: 

 
The children will  take notes about weather data of the partner countries for 1 

week. They will look for information about the temperature and rain on the inter-

net  

 

 

Success Criteria: 

 
The students can see and understand how different the weather is in the different 

parts of Europe at the same time and also learn about why it is like that.  

 

 

 

Resources: 

 

Notes about the previously collected data, computer and internet use 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Lesson Description (including context): 

 

The students make 6 groups of 4 students. Each group chooses a country 

and they will collect weather data about the 6 countries. 

 

Differentiation:  
The groups are formed of students with different competences. Thus the smarter stu-

dents can help their weaker mates. The groups have discussed the roles of the members 

in advance.  Everyone is responsible for something. 

 

Introduction: 
The students work together with their group. The teacher gives the instructions for the 

lessons. They have learned about these countries in Geography lessons earlier. Then 

they arrange the collected data into charts.   

 

Main Lesson: 

 
 The students have collected weather data about the countries, they checek the tem-

perature 5 times a day in the capitals, at 6 am, 9 am, 12.00, 3 pm and 6 pm.  

 Students work together in groups at the computer and start to make charts about 

daily and weekly average temperatures. 

 They search for the capitals’s geographical situation on the map.  

 With the help of the teacher, they also make a  comparative chart of the 6 capitals.  

 The students also make a powerpoint presentation about the charts. There are mo-

re than 20 charts by the end of the project work. 

 Evaluating their work. Discussing difficulties during the task. Not only the teacher 

but the students also tell their opinions about their work. 

 

 

Plenary:  
There was a good opportunity for students to improve their geography competences 

about investigating different weather data and also could reach a higher level of their 

ICT skills.  

 

 

Teachers:  Maszlag Imre 

 

 

 





 
 

 

Category: MATHS in NATURE and GEOGRAPHY 

Title of the activity:  

“ What are LATITUDE and LONGITUDE?” 

Year Group: Grade  4 (9 years old)                             Teacher: LALLI MAURIZIA 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Learning Objectives: 

- to interpret and read maps of different types and scale 

- to use map grids in order to learn how to calculate longitude and latitude of any place in the world 

- to learn English vocabulary and structure linked to the topic (numbers, cardinal points, degrees, 

angles, etc…) 

- to work in small groups or in pairs in support of each other 

Success Criteria: 

CLIL strategies 

TPR (Total Physical Response) activities 

Pair games (Battleship) 

Cross-curricular approach 

game, drawings, maps and an English song called ‘ Latitude and Longitude song ‘. Body language, 

helping pupils to remind North, South, East, West. The easy interaction among different school 

Subjects, used to reinforce the notions . The Students usually worked in pairs or in small groups, so 

they get used to help one another. 

Resources: 
Maps and grids, IWB, Video song, books, worksheets, pencils and crayons 



Differentiation: 

Group activities, peer - learning and tutor-students can support every children but in particular pupils 

that show more difficulties. 

Lesson Description: 

After the introductive activities, the focus moves to the definition of latitude and longitude and how 
they divide the Earth in two halves, but differently. They are angular distances and they are meas-
ured in degrees. To introduce the concepts of latitude and longitude, children learn an English song “ 
Longitude and Latitude” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MjDqhLUzCpE . Children watch the 
video, reflect and discuss about the pictures. By miming the key parts of the song, children learn the 
text and its meaning. 

With the use of modern technologies, as GPS and Google Earth children understand how to orien-

tate. By using a compass, the Rose of Winds, position of Polar star in the sky, children experience 

how ancient mariners and travellers used to find places on the maps. The real challenge is the calcu-

lation of longitude and latitude of a specific country and a specific town, with the use of maps in dif-

ferent size and scale, children discover the position of places by playing battleship. 

Moreover, after the pupils understand that there are imaginary lines that divide the Earth in cells like 

a virtual grid, the teacher introduces the concept of Time Zones and practice them with games and 

Introduction: 

Children get more familiar with the use of grids, the concepts of angles and degree. 

They review the names and concept of cardinal points and learn their names in English. 

By using maps and a globe, children realize that the Earth is round and divided in horizontal and ver-

Main Lesson: 
In classroom, pupils play in pairs and small group (battleship, surveys, etc..) working with maps, 

globes, worksheets, copybooks in order to practice orientation and calculation of position of places in 

a map-grid. Furthermore, they draw pictures and prepare activities to show during the project visit of 

some teachers from the partner countries. 

Plenary: 
  
With all the activities children have realized that Maths is everywhere and it is necessary in lots of 

situation, even when you want to describe the position of places in the world. Children have experi-

enced that Maths is not simple calculation and dealing with numbers. As final activity to sum up the 

learnt concepts, children prepare a poster to be displayed in classroom. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MjDqhLUzCpE
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Category:  Maths in Nature 
 
Title of the activity:  Where are the partner towns situated in 
Europe and distances between them 

Learning Objectives: 

 
The children get to know some information about where the partner countries are 

situated in Europe, which are the boardering countries and they learn about the 

distances between them. 

 

Success Criteria: 

 
The students are able to find these countries on the map without help and can tell 

which are the closest or the farthest from each other.  

 

 

 

 

Resources: 

  

A printed poster about Europe’s map, markers, scissors, pictures about the 

country flags collected by students in advance for the lesson 

 

 

 

 

 



Lesson Description (including context): 
 There are 19 students in the class. The students form smaller groups of 2-4. They will 

make posters about Europe and  sign all the partner countries on them. 

 

Differentiation:  
The groups are formed of students with different competences. Thus the smarter stu-

dents can help their weaker mates. The groups have discussed the roles of the members 

in advance.  Everyone is responsible for something.  

 

Introduction: 
The students sit together with their group. The teacher gives the instructions for the les-

son. They have learned about different European countries in English lessons earlier. 

This time each group chooses a partner country for which they will create a poster and 

the coordinator of the project will take them for the next meeting as a gift.  

 

Main Lesson: 

 
 The groups choose a country from which they will check distances to the other 

partner countries on the internet.  

 They bring small flags for the lesson. 

 Creating the poster. (cutting, glueing, writing the distances between the towns of 

the partner schools, colouring) 

 The groups introduce their work in front of class. 

 Evaluating their work.  

 

Plenary:  
There was a good opportunity for students to take part as a member of a group and also 

could use their creativity . 

 

 

Teachers:  Csépányné Ipacs Katalin 

 

 

 





 

Category: Maths in Nature/Geography 
Title of the activity:  A Map of Europe and partners’ countries 
searching data 

 
Year Group:  13-14   Teacher: Litwińczuk Kowalska Busłowska 

Learning Objectives: 

to find and analyze the mathematical elements in Geography and 
Science 

to be able to register and compare data, such as weather and 
temperature, distance among cities on the map, height and 
size of natural and anthropic components 

to be able to collaborate in group-work in order to achieve the same 

goal 
 

Success Criteria: 

task-based activities 
CLIL approach 
problem solving strategies 
to apply mathematical concepts in real situations 
to let children use their creativity in analyzing information and prob-
lem-solving 

 

Resources: 

pictures,  

paper sheets, 

pencils, 

crayons,  

pc, interactive whiteboard,  

Google Earth app 



Lesson Description (including context): 

Each child receives the task of analyzing the geographic aspects of 
one of the six countries through some activities. 

 

Activity 1 

Each student registers the temperature of the city assigned to him/her by 
the teacher (San Mauro Torinese, Giannitsa, Boras, Ogre, Bialystok and 

Eger), for a week during the months of February, March and April. Pupils 
calculate the average temperature and draw bar graphs to compare the 

temperature of our city and those of the other five European cities. 
 

Activity 2 

Every student searches for numerical information about the country as-
signed to him/her and insert those data in a table where Italy and a sec-

ond country are compared from a natural and geographic point of view. 

The registered data refer to country area, inhabitants, the highest 

mountain, the longest river, the largest lake, average temperature, 

geographic coordinates and so on. 

 
Activity 3 

On online maps, every student finds his/her journey from San Mauro T.se 

to the European city they have been analysing. They also calculate the av-
erage travel time by car, considering the minimum speed in suburban 

roads (70Km/h) and the maximum speed in motorways (130Km/h) in 
Europe. 

 

Differentiation:  
- Pupils can participate to the different tasks by giving their personal contribu-

tion according to their own knowledge and skills. 
 

Introduction: 
In class students discuss and collect ideas and info on what they know 

about the six partner countries: geographic position, language, capital city, 
flags, numerical data, etc 

 

Main Lesson: 
This unit is focused on activities that allow children to discover how to 

show compared data, drawing graphs and how to calculate average num-

bers. Moreover, pupils increase the knowledge of their country and other 
European countries through the development of research skills. 

Plenary 

The work of each student is collected in a folder and shown at the exhibition for parents 

at the end of the year. Grade 5th prepare a poster to display the Identity Cards of each 

town involved in the project  

 





 



Category : MATH IN GEOGRAPHY 

 
Title of the activity: What’s the time around the world? 
 
Year Group: Grade 4 (10-11 YEAR) 

Learning Objectives: 

Making the students aware of that time change depending where you travel in the world and at 

the same time learn how many hours divides the countries depending if you travel east, west, 

north and south. 

 Success Criteria: 

Every student draw a country or a city from somewhere in the world and locate iton a map. 

Every student get different countries and cities. 
 

Resources: 

Maps 

I-pads 

Papers with a clock with no hands. 

Lesson Description (including context) : 

We introduce the activity by watching a film about the timelines. As the curriculum for the com-

pulsory school in Sweden says “the students are going to get strategies in mathematic to solve 

plain problems for everyday use. They are also going to get strategies to create different texts 

where words, pictures and audio interact. The students are also going to get strategies to search 

information from different sources on the internet, compare and evaluate these. 

The students are going to make “clocks” that shows the time in their country or city. The purpo-

se with this activity is that the students are going to get knowledge of the different parts of the 

world and that time changes. 



Differentiation:   

By using I-pads all students can work with this assignment in their own way and use their own 

native language to search for information about “their country or city”. 
 

Plenary : 

The students got a great understanding of how time changes depending on where they travel in 

the world.  They also got a better understanding of the points of the compass. They enjoyed  

their work. 

Main Lesson: 

While making their clocks the students had to practise the points of the compass to know how 

many hours that changes if they travel east or west. 

Introduction: 

We started by showing a film about how time changes around the world depending in what part 

of the world you are. When it is day in Sweden it is night in Australia.  

We put a timeline on the whiteboard and talked about negative numbers that are to the left 

which is the west on the map. 

Then we introduced Greenwich time which is 0 and compared Sweden to Great Britain. The 

difference was + 1 hour because we travel east from GB. So the more east you travel you have to 

add an hour and the opposite if you travel to the west. If you travel north or south the time will 

also change. 
 









Category: MATHS in NATURE and GEOGRAPHY 

 
Title of the activity: GEOGRAPHY and MATHS 

through six European coutries 
 
Year Groups: Grade 4 (9 - 10 years old) - Grade 5 (10-11 years old) 
Teacher Teachers: Lisa Renzoni – Maria Elena Sinopoli 

 

Learning Objectives: 

to find and analyze the mathematical elements in Geography and Science 

to be able to register and compare data, such as weather and temperature, dis-

tance among cities on the map, height and size of natural and anthropic compo-

nents 

to be able to collaborate in group-work in order to achieve the same goal 

 

Success Criteria: 
task-based activities 

CLIL approach 

problem solving strategies 

to apply mathematical concepts in real situations 

to let children use their creativity in analyzing information and problem-solving 

 

Resources: 
pictures, paper sheets, pencils, crayons, pc, interactive whiteboard, Google Earth app 

 

Differentiation: 
- Pupils can participate to the different tasks by giving their personal contribution ac-

cording to their own knowledge and skills. 



Introduction: 
In class students discuss and collect ideas and info on what they know about the six 

partner countries: geographic position, language, capital city, flags, numerical data, etc 

Lesson Description (including context): 

Grade 4 

Each child receives the task of analyzing the geographic aspects of one of the six coun-

tries through some activities. 

 

Activity no.1 

Each student registers the temperature of the city assigned to him/her by the teacher 

(San Mauro Torinese, Giannitsa, Boras, Ogre, Bialystok and Eger), for a week during 

the months of February, March and April. Pupils calculate the average temperature and 

draw bar graphs to compare the temperature of our city and those of the other five 

European cities. 

 

Activity no. 2 

Every student searches for numerical information about the country assigned to him/

her and insert those data in a table where Italy and a second country are compared from 

a natural and geographic point of view. 

The registered data refer to country area, inhabitants, the highest mountain, the longest 

river, the largest lake, average temperature, geographic coordinates and so on. 

 

Activity no. 3 

On online maps, every student finds his/her journey from San Mauro T.se to the Euro-

pean city they have been analysing. They also calculate the average travel time by car, 

considering the minimum speed in suburban roads (70Km/h) and the maximum speed 

in motorways (130Km/h) in Europe. 

 

Grade 5 

  Pupils investigate about geographical data of the six partner towns in the project. 

They work together using Google Earth and official town websites to collect info about 

the number of inhabitants, type of territory and population density. 

They also reflect on the Coats of Arms of the 6 towns to find relations about the pic-

tures and the geographical data. 

 

Main Lesson: 
This unit is focused on activities that allow children to discover how to show compared 

data, drawing graphs and how to calculate average numbers. Moreover, pupils increase 

the knowledge of their country and other European countries through the development 

of research skills. 

Plenary: 
The work of each student is collected in a folder and shown at the exhibition for par-

ents at the end of the year. Grade 5th prepare a poster to display the Identity Cards of 

each town involved in the project. 











 

Category:  MATHS IN NATURE 
 
Title of the activity:  Superlative places in Latvia 
 

 
Year Group: Form 6   Teacher:  Līga Bužere 

Learning Objectives: 
 

To practice basic skills of pupils' research work. 

To develop the ability to select information, collect and analyze obtained data, draw out conclusions. 

To  promote collaboration skills. 

To practice using comparatives and measurements in English. 

To provide a cross-curricular link and to bring real life into the classroom. 

 
Success Criteria: 
Pupils can find information, collect and analyze. 
Students are ready to cooperate in pairs. 
Everyone is involved. 
Students are ready to say numbers in English, to use comparative forms. 
 

 

 

 

Resources: 
 

  

Computer or mobile phone with internet connection. 

Printed materials. 

Pens, pencils. 

A4 Handout  Latvia 

  

 

 



Lesson Description (including context): 
Students are asked at home to prepare a Powerpoint presentation (5-8 slides) about Superlative pla-
ces in Latvia, including facts about age, length, height, according to the place they are describing. 
Pupils present their work in the class and listeners have to remember facts which will be used in the 
next step of their work. 
Pupils make a poster „What am I proud of in Latvia” including comparatives and numbers accoding 
to the information they have gathered. 

 
Differentiation:  
Students can choose different recourses for searching the information. If students aren’t ready to 
use coumputer, they can do this work on the paper. 

Introduction: 
Teacher sets a task- to prepare a Powepoint presentation (5-8 slides) about Superlative places in La-
tvia, including facts about age, length, height, according to the place they are describing. Students 
are given one week time for the task. 
 

Main Lesson: 
Students present their work to teacher and classmates.   
 
Teacher and classmates evaluate their work, discuss unknown facts, ask questions, point out compa-
rative forms, numerals, write down them on the board. 
 
Pair work-Teacher gives out worksheets with a map of Latvia and invites students to make a poster 
„What am I proud of in Latvia...”marking at least 5 superlatve places on it, draw a symbol , write a 
short sentence using comparative forms or/and numbers. 
 
Students present their work in class. 
 

 Plenary:  
Students revise and activate their vocabulary while preparing their work and also during the 

presentation. The pair activity involves students in active cooperation.  

After the activity pupils are ready to talk about native country using facts and numbers. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 






